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B Corps are a global movement of more than 2,700 companies in 60 countries—like Patagonia, Ben & Jerry's, Kickstarter, Danone
North America, and Eileen Fisher—that are using the power of business as a force for good. B Corps have been certified to have
met rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, accountability, and transparency. This book is the authoritative
guide to the what, why, and how of B Corp certification. Coauthors Ryan Honeyman and Dr. Tiffany Jana spoke with the leaders of
over 200 B Corps from around the world to get their insights on becoming a Certified B Corp, improving their social and
environmental performance, and building a more inclusive economy. The second edition has been completely revised and updated
to include a much stronger focus on diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI). These changes are important because DEI can no
longer be a side conversation—it must be a core value for any company that aspires to make money and make a difference. While
this book is framed around the B Corp movement, any company, regardless of size, industry, or location, can use the tools
contained here to learn how to build a better business. As the authors vividly demonstrate, using business as a force for good can
help you attract and retain the best talent, distinguish your company in a crowded market, and increase trust in your brand.
What is a 'one planet' approach to sustainable business? Why is it important? What are businesses doing to achieve
sustainability? What do business leaders need to learn? Sustainable Business: A One Planet Approach is a textbook for
contemporary business. Recognizing the realities of global sustainability challenges, this book covers the knowledge, frameworks
and techniques that will underpin emerging solutions to those challenges. Published in association with WWF (The World Wide
Fund for Nature) Sustainable Business is an ideal basis for students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level looking to
master an understanding of the relationship between sustainability and business. Edited by three influential figures from
sustainable business education, and co-authored by several leading academics, this book offers a wealth of insight and
interpretation into new ways of doing business that have a positive impact on people, planet and prosperity. In addition to the
many case studies and real-life examples included throughout the book, lecturer slides and recommended web links can be
accessed at www.wiley.com. Sustainable Business also includes a foreword by Yolanda Kakabadse, President of WWF. The
Editors are co-founders of the One Planet MBA at Exeter University, UK and Directors of OPEN for Business (One Planet
Education Network).
The Future MBA brings together 100 ideas on how to rethink management education in order to embed sustainability. This book
acts as a creative toolkit for individuals working in management education on how to design new and innovative products,
services, and experiences for the business school community with a focus on sustainability. What if we took a moment to stand
back and look at the bigger picture? What would the business school of the future look like? Rather than a roadmap, the 100 ideas
presented in this book are meant to be a source of inspiration in responding to these questions. Some ideas could be put into
practice tomorrow, some would require a complete reassessment of the way we view business education, and others are meant to
encourage more ideas... and more action, to turn management education into a key player in moving the sustainability agenda
forward.
The heightening impact of ecological and societal crises makes sustainability an increasingly urgent imperative, requiring a
fundamental shift in how we understand and practice management and business. In this book, the authors set out the key
characteristics of sustainability such as its temporal and multilevel effects and highlight the complex array of sustainability risks
and opportunities for business and management. Setting business within a systems perspective, the authors outline different
sustainability discourses that frame how business responds to the sustainability imperative. They call for the normative and
scientific approaches to sustainability to be merged so that a new transdisciplinary approach that brings together the material and
relational traditions in sustainability management is developed. Sustainability work is understood as the reframing of tools,
technologies, practices and business strategies to respond to the imperative. The book concludes by highlighting dynamic features
of the imperative as it is shaped by the urgent need to restore and regenerate social and ecological systems. Sustainability
transitions such as the Circular Economy and Net Zero are suggested as inspiration for profound business transformation. By
facing the intractable complexity associated with sustainability, this book challenges students and scholars to draw from across the
sciences and social sciences to understand, reflect upon and deliver responsible business outcomes in contemporary society.
The Sustainable MBA: A Guide to Business Schools that are Making a Difference, presents a one-of-a-kind overview of leading
MBA programs and how they are integrating social, ethical and environmental impact into their academic and extracurricular
offerings. The Sustainable MBA is a tremendous resource for those interested in how business education can help future leaders
balance profits with wider societal concerns. Providing highlights on over 150 MBA programs located in 20 plus countries-including
course offerings, activities, clubs, joint degrees, and career resources-this book is a must-have for any prospective business
student interested in creating positive change in the world. This publication is also essential for any business professional or
faculty practitioner who wants to gain an in-depth understanding of how academic institutions are preparing future business
leaders to be champions of corporate citizenship and sustainability.
Integrate big data into business to drive competitive advantage and sustainable success Big Data MBA brings insight and
expertise to leveraging big data in business so you can harness the power of analytics and gain a true business advantage. Based
on a practical framework with supporting methodology and hands-on exercises, this book helps identify where and how big data
can help you transform your business. You'll learn how to exploit new sources of customer, product, and operational data, coupled
with advanced analytics and data science, to optimize key processes, uncover monetization opportunities, and create new sources
of competitive differentiation. The discussion includes guidelines for operationalizing analytics, optimal organizational structure,
and using analytic insights throughout your organization's user experience to customers and front-end employees alike. You'll
learn to “think like a data scientist” as you build upon the decisions your business is trying to make, the hypotheses you need to
test, and the predictions you need to produce. Business stakeholders no longer need to relinquish control of data and analytics to
IT. In fact, they must champion the organization's data collection and analysis efforts. This book is a primer on the business
approach to analytics, providing the practical understanding you need to convert data into opportunity. Understand where and how
to leverage big data Integrate analytics into everyday operations Structure your organization to drive analytic insights Optimize
processes, uncover opportunities, and stand out from the rest Help business stakeholders to “think like a data scientist”
Understand appropriate business application of different analytic techniques If you want data to transform your business, you need
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to know how to put it to use. Big Data MBA shows you how to implement big data and analytics to make better decisions.
Is this blue book more valuable than a business degree? Most people enter their professional careers not understanding how to
grow a business. At times, this makes them feel lost, or worse, like a fraud pretending to know what they’re doing. It’s hard to be
successful without a clear understanding of how business works. These 60 daily readings are crucial for any professional or
business owner who wants to take their career to the next level. New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestselling author,
Donald Miller knows that business is more than just a good idea made profitable – it’s a system of unspoken rules, rarely taught
by MBA schools. If you are attempting to profitably grow your business or career, you need elite business knowledge—knowledge
that creates tangible value. Even if you had the time, access, or money to attend a Top 20 business school, you would still be
missing the practical knowledge that propels the best and brightest forward. However, there is another way to achieve this insider
skill development, which can both drastically improve your career earnings and the satisfaction of achieving your goals. Donald
Miller learned how to rise to the top using the principles he shares in this book. He wrote Business Made Simple to teach others
what it takes to grow your career and create a company that is healthy and profitable. These short, daily entries and
accompanying videos will add enormous value to your business and the organization you work for. In this sixty-day guide, readers
will be introduced to the nine areas where truly successful leaders and their businesses excel: Character: What kind of person
succeeds in business? Leadership: How do you unite a team around a mission? Personal Productivity: How can you get more
done in less time? Messaging: Why aren’t customers paying more attention? Marketing: How do I build a sales funnel? Business
Strategy: How does a business really work? Execution: How can we get things done? Sales: How do I close more sales?
Management: What does a good manager do? Business Made Simple is the must-have guide for anyone who feels lost or
overwhelmed by the modern business climate, even if they attended business school. Learn what the most successful business
leaders have known for years through the simple but effective secrets shared in these pages. Take things further: If you want to be
worth more as a business professional, read each daily entry and follow along with the free videos that will be sent to you after you
buy the book.

This Handbook strives to enhance knowledge and application within sustainability in management education (SiME)
across different academic programs, geographic regions and personal/professional contexts. Cross-disciplinary and
boundary-spanning, this book focuses on specific themes and is therefore split into four distinct sections: one on theory
and practice, one on transformational interventions in business programs, one on the role of external agents and the last
on innovative approaches in SiME.
An exciting vision of what we can aspire to when sustainability is integrated within strategic practices across enterprise
functions, systems, supply chains, and cities. The book will enable decision makers to recognize a new era of innovative
value creation.
First edition: Winner of Choice Magazine - Outstanding Academic Titles for 2007 Sustainability promises both reduced
environmental impacts and real cash savings for any organization - be it a business, non-profit/NGO or government
department. This easy-to-use manual has been written by top business consultants specifically to help managers,
business owners, organizational leaders and aspiring environmental managers/sustainability coordinators to improve
their organization's environmental, social and economic performance. The authors demystify 'sustainability', untangle the
plethora of sustainability frameworks, tools and practices, and make it easy for the average person in any organization to
move towards sustainability. Organized by sector (manufacturing, services and office operations, and government) and
common organizational functions (senior management, facilities, human resources, purchasing, environmental affairs
and compliance, marketing and public relations, and finance and accounting), the authors show how organizations can
incorporate sustainability into their everyday work through the application of useful tools and self-assessments. This fully
updated edition includes a new chapter on information and communication technology (ICT). The authors have also
added many new facts, stories, practices and resources throughout the book to keep up with this rapidly emerging field
and have updated their widely used SCORE sustainability assessment.
During the last 150 years, we have stressed the oceans, warmed the planet and overextended almost every natural
resource. To create real change will require a generation of leaders and businesses that think and act differently.
"Sustainability Is the New Advantage" identifies the skill sets, best practices, and new ideas needed to teach a new
generation to start, grow, and manage sustainable organizations.
Argues that businesses stand to profit from development strategies that are socially and environmentally responsible.
Original.
Sustainable Business: Key Issues is the first comprehensive introductory-level textbook to address the interface between
environmental challenges and business solutions to provide an overview of the basic concepts of sustainability,
sustainable business, and business ethics. The book introduces students to the background and key issues of
sustainability and suggests ways in which these concepts can be applied in business practice. Though the book takes a
business perspective, it is interdisciplinary in its nature and draws on knowledge from socio-economic, political, and
environmental studies, thereby providing a practical and critical understanding of sustainability in the changing paradigm
of global business. It goes beyond the conventional theories of sustainability and addresses critical issues concerned
with population, consumption and economic growth. It discusses realistic ways forward, in particular the Circular
Economy and Cradle to Cradle frameworks. The book is both a theoretical and practical study guide for undergraduate
and postgraduate international students of broad areas of sustainability, teaching ways to recognize opportunities for
innovation and entrepreneurship at the intersection of environmental, economic, ethical, and social systems. It takes a
strategic approach in applying the power of business methods and policy to address issues of global importance such as
climate change, poverty, ecosystem degradation and human rights. This textbook is essential reading for students of
business, management and sustainability courses. It is written in an engaging and accessible style, with each chapter
including case studies, discussion questions, end of chapter summaries and suggestions for further reading.
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Everything you need to know to green your business and grow your profit. • The truth about what climate change means
for your business • The truth about running lean and green • The truth about future proofing your business Simply the
best thinking THE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH This book reveals 52 PROVEN GREEN STRATEGIES and
bite-size, easy-to-use techniques that get results. “This little book is inspiring in its range and practicality—not just for
CEOs, but for every member of the enterprise…an exceptionally useful guide for ‘going green’ at any scale of
enterprise.” CHIP CONLEY, CEO, Joie de Vivre Hospitality “In a world where green business advice is rampant, this is
the one resource you need: a field guide that combines insight and inspiration with a solid, actionable path forward.”
JOEL MAKOWER, Executive Editor, GreenBiz.com
Climate change, the resource constrained economy, and sustainability in general are amongst the hottest and most
problematic topics for contemporary businesses. This book provides a comprehensive overview of how the world's
sustainability challenges are affecting and being affected by business.
This book will support you to positively influence the destiny of your business and move it from surviving to thriving within 12
months.
Things that are good for the planet are also good for business. Numerous studies from the likes of the Economist Intelligence Unit,
Harvard, MIT Sloan, and others indicate that organizations that commit to goals of zero waste, zero harmful emissions, and zero
use of nonrenewable resources clearly outperform their competition.Like lean thinking, gre
Business systems undergo a number of transitions as the needs and demands of society change. With heightened connectivity
driven by the development of the Internet, new opportunities for venture development and creation have become available to
business owners and entrepreneurs. Crowdfunding for Sustainable Entrepreneurship and Innovation is a pivotal reference source
for the latest scholarly research and business practices on the opportunities and benefits gained from the use of crowdfunding in
modern society, discussing its socio-economic impact, in addition to its business implications. Featuring current trends and future
directions for crowdfunding initiatives, this book is ideally designed for students, researchers, practitioners, entrepreneurs, and
policy makers. New financing models such as crowdfunding are democratizing access to credit, offering individuals and
communities the opportunity to support, co-create, contribute and invest in public and private initiatives. This book relates to
innovation in its essence to anticipate future needs and in creating new business models without losing revenue. There are
tremendous unexplored opportunities in crowdsourcing and crowdfunding; two sides of the same coin that can lead to a revolution
of current social and economic models. The reading of this book will provide insight on the changes taking place in crowdfunding,
and offer strategic opportunities and advantages.
This book offers 32 texts and case studies from across a wide range of business sectors around a managerial framework for
Sustainable Business. The case studies are developed for and tested in executive education programmes at leading business
schools. The book is based on the premise that the key for managing the sustainable business is finding the right balance over
time between managing competitiveness and profitability AND managing the context of the business with its political, social and
ecological risks and opportunities. In that way, a sustainable business is highly responsive to the demands and challenges from
both markets and societies and managers embrace the complexity, ambivalence and uncertainty that goes along with this
approach. The book presents a framework that facilitates the adoption of best business practice. This framework leads executives
through a systematic approach of strategic analysis and business planning in risk management, issues management, stakeholder
management, sustainable business development and strategic differentiation, business model innovation and developing dynamic
capabilities. The approach helps broaden the understanding of what sustainable performance means, by protecting business value
against sustainability risks and creating business value from sustainability opportunities.
Sustainability Principles and Practice gives an accessible and comprehensive overview of the interdisciplinary field of
sustainability. The focus is on furnishing solutions and equipping students with both conceptual understanding and technical skills.
Each chapter explores one aspect of the field, first introducing concepts and presenting issues, then supplying tools for working
toward solutions. Elements of sustainability are examined piece by piece, and coverage ranges over ecosystems, social equity,
environmental justice, food, energy, product life cycles, cities, and more. Techniques for management and measurement as well
as case studies from around the world are provided. The 3rd edition includes greater coverage of resilience and systems thinking,
an update on the Anthropocene as a formal geological epoch, the latest research from the IPCC, and a greater focus on diversity
and social equity, together with new details such as sustainable consumption, textiles recycling, microplastics, and net-zero
concepts. The coverage in this edition has been expanded to include issues, solutions, and new case studies from around the
world, including Europe, Asia, and the Global South. Chapters include further reading and discussion questions. The book is
supported by a companion website with online links, annotated bibliography, glossary, white papers, and additional case studies,
together with projects, research problems, and group activities, all of which focus on real-world problem-solving of sustainability
issues. This textbook is designed to be used by undergraduate college and university students in sustainability degree programs
and other programs in which sustainability is taught.
In a world where corporate governance scandals have become the everyday, the role of business schools in producing the
managers of today – and tomorrow – has come into sharp focus. Today's managers and the MBAs that will follow them are in need
of an education that grounds business ethics and the overarching concerns of sustainable development into the curriculum. As
some, but by no means all, organisations are coming to realise, bad performance in environmental protection, labour practices and
human rights is no longer a "soft" issue but one that can hit the bottom line with a vengeance. So, what is the state of the art in
teaching business sustainability worldwide, and what teaching practices and tools are achieving successful results? This book
begins to answer these questions and more.There are many challenges facing educators in the field of sustainability. It is an
evolving field still in its infancy as a management discipline; and there is also the need to combat the unstated but often underlying
assumption that many environmental and social issues represent non-valued-added effort. Teaching Business Sustainability
acknowledges this problem, while helping students explore the various ways in which the theoretical value of business
sustainability can result in valuable and value-added practical outcomes.A wide mix of approaches is therefore indicated; while
many of these are experimental and on the leading edge of management learning, they all share an experiential (and often a teambased) element, and attempt to bring together the theory in a way that makes it relevant to practitioners in the field. The implication
is that, whenever possible, educators need to link the learning to the students' immediate and pressing "real-world" realities. This
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applies equally to undergraduates or high-level executives. However, in the absence of immediate examples of such realities (as
may often be the case in undergraduate settings) educators need to introduce experientially based approaches that recreate such
settings in the classroom.The book also argues the case for holistic and interdisciplinary learning. It is clear from much of the
literature on sustainability that the concept does not easily lend itself to being pigeonholed and that it crosses many of the
functional areas of business. Indeed, it goes beyond just business learning to encompass many fields such as ecology,
engineering and biology. If students are to move beyond the narrow perspective that conventional business studies often entail,
they need to be introduced to the wider vision that an interdisciplinary approach engenders.The final point that emerges from this
collection is that experiential learning of business sustainability often can, and should be, fun! Be it a heated exchange in a casestudy discussion, a role-play exercise or a hands-on student consulting project, much experiential learning seems to excite the
imagination of the students and to release their creative juices.The 23 contributions to Teaching Business Sustainability have been
divided into three thematic groups. In the first section, 'Theory, Critique and Ideas', the authors explore and critique some of the
overarching ideas and thinking behind the teaching of sustainability. The next section, 'Learning from Current Practice', contains
the experiences of a number of educators and the successful and leading-edge approaches that they have used. The final section
then outlines tools, methods and approaches that can be used to teach business sustainability. This last section also serves as an
introduction to a second volume – Teaching Business Sustainability Vol. 2 – which provides educators of sustainability with a
series of case studies, role plays and experiential exercises. Teaching Business Sustainability is an invaluable resource both for
educators working in a wide range of academic disciplines, looking for inspiration and guidance on how to teach business
sustainability, as well as for organisations looking to reinvigorate internal management education programmes to factor in
corporate responsibility and sustainability issues.
Whether you are an employee, a manager, an entrepreneur or a CEO, The Sustainable MBA Second Edition provides the
knowledge and tools to help you ‘green’ your job and organization, to turn sustainability talk into action for the benefit of your
bottom line and society as a whole. Based on more than 150 interviews with experts in business, international organizations,
NGOs and universities from around the world, this book brings together all the pieces of the business and sustainability puzzle
including: What sustainability is, why you should be interested, how to get started, and what a sustainable organization looks like.
A wide range of tools, guidelines, techniques and concepts that you can use to implement sustainability practices. Information on
how to be a sustainability champion or intrapraneur in your organization including how to sell these ideas to your team and how to
incorporate them into any job. A survey of the exciting trends in sustainable business happening around the world. A wealth of
links to interesting resources for more information. The Sustainable MBA Second Edition is organized like a business school
course, allowing you easy access to the relevant information you need about sustainability as it relates to Accounting, Economics,
Entrepreneurship, Ethics, Finance, Marketing, Organizational Behavior and HR, Operations and Strategy. The Sustainable MBA
Second Edition has been updated to reflect global developments in this evolving field to remain the definitive guide to sustainable
business. Additional resources to accompany the book are available at www.thesustainablemba.com.
Business and environmental sustainability are not natural bedfellows. Business is about making money; sustainability is about
protecting the planet. Business is measured in months and quarters; sustainability often requires significant short term costs to
secure a sometimes uncertain long-term benefit. To some activists, all executives are exploitative, selfish “1 percenters”. To some
executives, all activists are irresponsible, unyielding extremists. And yet engaging with the issue isn’t optional – all businesses
must have a strategy to deal with sustainability and, like any strategy, this involves making choices. Strategy and Sustainability
encourages its readers to filter out the noise and make those choices in a hard-nosed and clear-eyed way. Rosenberg’s nuanced
and fact-based point of view recognizes the complexity of the issues at hand and the strategic choices businesses must make. He
blends the work of some of the leading academic thinkers in the field with practical examples from a variety of business sectors
and geographies and offers a framework with which Senior Management might engage with the topic, not (just) to save the planet
but to fulfil their short, medium, and long-term responsibilities to shareholders and other stakeholders.“/p>
It is vitally important for businesses to have a holistic understanding of the many issues surrounding and shaping sustainability, from
competitors to government and political factors, to economics and ecological science. This integrated textbook for MBA and senior-level
undergraduates offers a comprehensive overview of the issues of sustainability as they relate to business and influence corporate strategy. It
also features a wide range of cases and an extensive discussion of tools to incorporate sustainability issues into strategic decision making,
helping instructors and students to build and then apply a solid understanding of sustainability in business.
Globalization has been under extreme pressure in the wake of the financial crisis. Multinational firms are weighing the costs and benefits of
international scale and scope, and are increasingly under pressure to hire local, to source local, and to pay taxes domestically. At the same
time global competitive pressures have intensified. This book reviews international business practices from the multinational firm perspective,
and provides pathways forward concerning competitiveness and sustainability in global markets. What sets this book apart from others is that
the benefits and pitfalls of globalization are addressed. Chapter coverage focuses on the functional areas of the business and how they are
impacted by international expansion. Practical case studies supplement chapter coverage and highlight both positive and negative
developments in the global business arena. Readers should expect to be challenged on what will be the limits of the multinational firm in the
future, and how multinational firms can continue to prosper while at the same time adhere to sustainable business initiatives. Equally useful to
both undergraduate and graduate students of international business as well as professional development programs, Global Business:
Competitiveness and Sustainability provides a necessary tonic for dealing with today’s troubled seas of globalization.
"What Mr. Laszlo calls 'Planetary Ethics' or the integration of economic, environmental, social and high ethical objectives into long-term
business strategy, is the new price of entry for corporate survival. Those who 'get' this and do it best will enjoy increasing shareholder value. I
believe this book carries a critical message for today's corporate executives." -DEBORAH D. ANDERSON, PH.D., FORMER VICE
PRESIDENT, ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY WORLDWIDE, THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY Corporate governance and
sustainability are moving from important peripheral problems to core business concerns, as winning companies discover stakeholders as new
sources of value. Yet there are many obstacles to bringing these issues into the mainstream of business. Concepts like sustainable
development can be confusing for operating managers, and even those who support the underlying issues find it difficult to frame them in
ways that are useful for making business decisions. As a manager you have a responsibility to deliver financial returns to your shareholders:
how can you balance this obligation with your responsibilities to society and the environment? The Sustainable Company articulates an
innovative approach to meeting this challenge in a language familiar to business. The key is to create value for investors as well as society
and the environment in an integrated bottom line. The Sustainable Company provides detailed case studies of leading companies illustrating
this new paradigm in practice. The "how-to" section with a tool-kit for managers elevates The Sustainable Company above other recent ecofriendly business books by providing the Eight Disciplines necessary to create value for shareholders and stakeholders. Its engaging,
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straightforward text tells the reader how to compete and thrive in an increasingly complex world. The Sustainable Company is the solutions
manual for the 21st century manager.
The Sustainable MBA provides the knowledge and tools to help you “green” your job and organization, to turn sustainability talk into action
for the benefit of your bottom line and society as a whole. Based on more than 100 interviews with experts in business, international
organizations, NGOs and universities from around the world, this first of its kind guide brings together all the pieces of the business and
sustainability puzzle including: The basics on what sustainability is, why you should be interested, how to get started, and what a sustainable
organization looks like. A wide range of tools, guidelines, techniques and concepts that you can use to implement sustainability practices.
Tools and tips on how to “green” your job, including how to sell these ideas to your team, how to make green choices as a consumer and
how to organize green meetings. A survey of the exciting trends in sustainable business happening around the world. A wealth of links to
interesting resources for more information. The Sustainable MBA is organized like a business school course – allowing you easy access to
the relevant information you need about sustainability and Accounting, Economics, Entrepreneurship, Ethics, Finance, Marketing,
Organizational Behaviour, Operations and Strategy. Giselle Weybrecht's commitment to sustainable development goes back to before her
university years. Since then she has expanded her reach to local and national government, business, social entrepreneurs, and the
international community. She worked for the United Nations World Water Assessment Programme, is a fellow of the UC Berkeley-based
Beahrs Environmental Leadership Programme, and holds an MBA from London Business School. She is currently developing new
approaches to raise awareness among managers of how they can incorporate sustainability into their businesses and everyday professional
lives.
This book is an introduction to developing and implementing a successful program in the domain of sustainability and social responsibility.
The reader is exposed to financially, environmentally, and socially responsible objectives that are supported by strategies and achieved by
clear tactics that have measurable outcomes. The reader is introduced to methods of implementing technologies and practices and will also
learn how to measure the consequent social and environmental performance for written reports and persuasive presentations. This book also
reveals why we should be sustainable by explaining seemingly complex topics in science in a way that requires very little math or science
background. The overview also captures how sustainability and social responsibility can be the source of process and product innovation.
This book's approach is practical yet scientific. The nine chapters are dedicated to the practice of environmental and social responsibility in
ways that achieve financial stability over the long run. As a result, these chapters help us understand not just why businesses need to be
more responsible but how businesses can be more successful over the long run. International standards are given full treatment. ISO 26000
is given detailed attention, slightly more than ISO 9000 or ISO 14000, because it melds guidance on both environmental and social
responsibility into one general concept of social responsibility. This book also specifies how to use traditional methods such as Six Sigma,
lean, and operations research to improve processes, reduce resource use and waste, and make better social and environmental decisions
that are based upon data from key financial, social, and environmental performance indicators. Internal and external data sourcing are given
full treatment along with basic statistical data management. A recurring theme throughout the book is the integration of traditional methods of
continuous improvemen
This book presents hidden champions in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and Turkey that have been studied as a joint project between
CEEMAN and IEDC-Bled School of Management, Slovenia. This is an outcome of extensive research undertaken by over 30 researchers
and covers 15 countries from Russia to Albania; covering many contexts, political systems, cultures and infrastructures. The reader is
provided with a detailed introduction to the concept of hidden champions and describes the cases studied in this project. This book is an
invaluable resource providing a culmination of interdisciplinary, cross-study chapters ranging from leadership to performance drivers; from
organization to culture and governance; from innovativeness to sustainability and further to the financial aspects of hidden champions
business models. These meta level chapters are followed by 15 country-specific chapters which provide an overview of each country’s
history, economic indicators and vignettes of the cases involved in this study. ?
The second edition of Sustainable Business prepares future business leaders to tackle the most crucial social and environmental issues of
our time. This engaging textbook provides students with a comprehensive, balanced introduction to integrating sustainable business policies
into all core business functions and processes. The text employs a qualitative-based learning process to help students understand how
leadership, finance, accounting, risk management, marketing, supply chain management, and operations can be adapted to meet the
sustainability goals of the 21st century. Looking at sustainable business from the managerial viewpoint, the fully-updated new edition explains
how and why business is evolving due to increased consumer and regulatory pressure for sustainable performance. Business topics are first
introduced in the same manner as traditional MBA programs, and then examined through the lens of sustainably. The text incorporates reallife examples of social and environmental leadership to demonstrate the efficacy of good sustainable business decisions, and illustrates the
negative ramifications of outdated, purely economic-driven managerial decision-making. Influential concepts based on interdisciplinary
research in sustainability are discussed in detail, and practical insights address how to turn policy into practice in the workplace.
Despite recent optimism and global initiatives, the implementation of corporate sustainability programs has been slow at best, with less than a
third of global companies having developed a clear business case for their approach to sustainability. Presenting numerous award-winning
cases and examples from companies such as Unilever, Patagonia, Tumi, DSM and Umicore alongside original ideas based upon 20 years of
consulting experience, this book reveals how to design and implement a stronger sense of focus and move sustainability programs forward.
This proven combination of purpose, direction and speed is dubbed “Vectoring”. Based upon practitioner cases and data analysis from the
Dow Jones Sustainability Index, Vectoring offers a plain-spoken framework to identify the relative position of companies compared to their
peers. The framework and its 4 archetypes deliver insights for practitioners to locate inhibitors and overcome them by providing practical
suggestions for process improvements. This includes designing and executing new sustainability programs, embedding the SDGs within
company strategy and assessing the impact of sustainability programs on competitiveness and valuation. Offering directions for CFOs to shift
companies from integrated reporting to integrated thinking in order to accelerate their sustainability programs, Winning Sustainability
Strategies shows how to achieve purpose with profit and how to do well by doing good.

Sustainability: Essentials for Business is the first survey text of its kind to offer a comprehensive treatment of the
relationship between business and sustainability. The book begins with a macro perspective of the renewable resources
such as air, water, forests, energy, etc. This discussion provides a starting point for the students unfamiliar with this
sphere, so that the later chapters on environmental challenges can be framed within an appropriate context. The book
then segues into the micro issues by shifting toward stakeholder interests and choices. Here, the chapters explore the
various stakeholders involved - from organizations to consumers to non-governmental organizations, etc. The third
section of the book aims to present business solutions designed to address and promote sustainability. This section will
also discuss transparent and voluntary reporting along with the standards. The last section of the book concludes with
ideas and questions about moving towards a sustainable future.
A renowned Harvard professor debunks prevailing orthodoxy with a new intellectual foundation and a practical pathway
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forward for a system that has lost its moral and ethical foundation. Free market capitalism is one of humanity's greatest
inventions and the greatest source of prosperity the world has ever seen. But this success has been costly. Capitalism is
on the verge of destroying the planet and destabilizing society as wealth rushes to the top. The time for action is running
short. Rebecca Henderson's rigorous research in economics, psychology, and organizational behavior, as well as her
many years of work with companies around the world, give us a path forward. She debunks the worldview that the only
purpose of business is to make money and maximize shareholder value. She shows that we have failed to reimagine
capitalism so that it is not only an engine of prosperity but also a system that is in harmony with environmental realities,
the striving for social justice, and the demands of truly democratic institutions. Henderson's deep understanding of how
change takes place, combined with fascinating in-depth stories of companies that have made the first steps towards
reimagining capitalism, provide inspiring insight into what capitalism can be. Together with rich discussions of important
role of government and how the worlds of finance, governance, and leadership must also evolve, Henderson provides the
pragmatic foundation for navigating a world faced with unprecedented challenge, but also with extraordinary opportunity
for those who can get it right.
The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable Management has become a core textbook for business undergraduates.
With a full introduction to sustainable management, the textbook covers all subject areas relevant to business students.
This second edition features fully updated chapters on how to integrate the Sustainable Development Goals into
accounting, marketing, HR and other subjects in management and business studies. Furthermore, this second edition
offers brand new chapters on how to teach the Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) in any
business discipline, how to explore new business models designed to support sustainable development and how to
crowdsource for sustainable solutions. The book contains over 40 ready-made seminars/short workshops which enable
teachers and students to integrate the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into every discipline in business,
including economics, operations, marketing, HR, and financial reporting. Each chapter follows the same easy-to-use
format. The Business Student’s Guide to Sustainable Management provides a true treasure chest of materials to support
staff wanting to integrate sustainability into their teaching and provides support to effectively embed sustainability in the
curriculum. The chapters also offer a starting point in developing teaching units for Masters and MBA students. The
material is not just useful to people in business schools, but to those involved in wider scale curriculum change, and
those looking to make links between different disciplines (for example, how to teach system thinking, corporate peacemaking and the crowdsourcing of sustainable solutions). Online Teaching Notes to accompany each chapter are
available on request with the purchase of the book.
In a turbulent business environment, leaders must begin to think more broadly about what a corporation is and how it can
create a richer future. With the globalisation of the world's economies, the intensification of competition, and quantum
leaps in technological development, the insular and static strategic thinking of many global corporations has become
inadequate for understanding the business environment and determining strategic direction. This 2006 book provides
comprehensive and practical analysis of what sustainable business development (SBD) is and how companies can use it
to make a significant difference. Case studies of companies in the US, Europe, the Pacific Rim and South America
demonstrate that achieving innovation and integration depends on a comprehensive understanding of all of the forces
which drive change and responding to them with fresh ways of strategic thinking. It is compulsory reading for MBA
students and executives as well as professional readers.
In today’s ever-changing global world, there is a permanent need for anticipating new and evolving customer needs,
resource supply constraints, and dynamically changing employee expectations. Sustainable innovation applies to
products, services, and technologies as well as new business and organization models. This book provides insights into
sustainable innovation trends in various marketing- and management-related fields. Authors critically investigate,
amongst others, the sustainability impact of disruptive product design and innovative collaboration solutions within buyersupplier relationships, along with innovative organizational processes to promote sustainable well-being-productivity
synergy in a VUCA world. This volume is a uniquely positioned contribution of interrelated research articles on the
sustainability-driven innovation needed for organizational health and future viability.
The authors give the most comprehensive, authoritative and compelling account yet of the troubled state of business
education today and go well beyond this to provide a blueprint for the future.
Sustainability holds the promise of an exciting new approach to business – one in which business goals are aligned with
social and environmental goals. Multinational corporations are recognizing that we live in an increasingly resourceconstrained world, and that more accountability for corporate social and environmental impacts will accrue to them. More
importantly, forward-thinking executives understand that sustainability can present new opportunities for competitive
advantage – whether that is by reducing costs, minimizing risk, appealing to increasingly conscientious customers, or
reaching new markets entirely.With the growth of this field comes a host of interesting new career opportunities for
MBAs. As companies are grappling with challenges like how to develop social return on investment (SROI) metrics or
understand the potential impact of corporate carbon footprints on stock prices, there are new opportunities for the next
generation of managers – managers who are not only trained in traditional MBA fundamentals but also grounded in an
understanding of the multifaceted social and environmental challenges facing 21st-century global business leaders.
Entirely new career paths are opening to MBAs interested in sustainability: sustainable venture capital, green marketing,
corporate social responsibility management, carbon credit trading, and sustainability consulting, to name a few.Perhaps
even more than corporate executives, MBA students understand this trend. The next generation of managers can see
that the future of business will require a new set of skills and responsibilities. Between 2003 and 2008, membership in
Net Impact, the global organization for MBAs and business professionals interested in sustainability, increased more than
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fourfold. By March 2009, over 130 business schools had a Net Impact chapter. Around the world, MBA students realize
that a different model will be required for businesses in the coming decades. The career paths that fall under the broad
umbrella of "sustainability" are as diverse as the MBA students themselves. One student may be interested in social
entrepreneurship in West Africa, and the next will be seeking advice about clean-tech venture capital careers in Silicon
Valley; a third will be interested in greening global supply chains. Corporate social responsibility, sustainable product
marketing, microfinance, green real estate development, renewable energy, and other interests all likewise fall under the
sustainability umbrella at times. Because of this diversity, it is often hard for business schools' career management
centers to address sustainability-related career options in a comprehensive way. Many sustainability-related companies
and nonprofits are not accustomed to on-campus recruiting. Others have not historically hired MBAs at all. MBA students
and alumni interested in sustainability careers are often left to navigate their own internship and job search paths. And,
often, they struggle. Profession and Purpose has been written to address this urgent need. Whether you are focused on
an off-campus search or participating in the on-campus recruiting process, there are a host of sustainability-specific
career resources you should know about. You'll need to be well versed in sustainability news and trends, and network at
the right events, conferences, and company presentations. You also need to know about industry- and discipline-specific
websites that post sustainability jobs for positions with titles like Corporate Social Responsibility Manager, Socially
Responsible Investing Analyst, and Renewable Energy Market Analyst.Through hundreds of conversations with MBA
students, professionals, and recruiters, as well as her own personal experience, the author has compiled the key job
search resources and tips for MBAs interested in sustainability careers. The book provides ideas for researching
companies, making the most of your networking, identifying job and internship openings, and preparing for interviews. No
matter what stage of your MBA career search process you're in, this book will help you better understand your career
options in the many fields of sustainability, direct you to the best resources and help you to fine-tune your sustainability
job search strategy. It's the sustainability career coach MBAs have been waiting for.
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